
virtual presence:
mind’s eye.

auto log meditation//

i was there. past.
through the park
over the bridge
inside.

a building given life by art
young artists doing things themselves
making things happen
funny little idea of
the institution enabling glimpses of these über private
inner (human) worlds 
in the midst of a pretty public infrastructure.

memory as: psychological space(s) I.
downstairs
boys. grounded. somehow.
not necessarily passive, but laid-back in a way
un afraid, playful, boyish.
chair formations
tables and lights
ergonomic alignment
chairs to sit in;
i would sit in a chair.
maybe the only reason I didn’t sit in a chair was because I wasn’t really there.
i was beyond 
too far.
pas ici, mais au delà.

cheeky titles
authentic wood
clever design 
and
functionality.

push buttons to start playing
arcade cabinet custom-built
did he make this?
push buttons to fight
push buttons to win
push buttons to hear the sound build
to see the digital characters argue



in jibberish.
their ugly energy-texture around them
growing with faster button-pressing — 
did he really make this?

so boyish — this ground floor.
Public or atleast catered to – 
unconventional showroom 
real retro-shaped arcade machine.
did you play long enough to see Death.
death always wins (if it shows up)
i saw it show up once.

pictures on the wall:
a drip of bleeding acoustics from above (focus and you can tell);
magnifying glass held to peoples skin
highlights their scars, moles, marks
a hint of insecurity 
within the manly 
casual(ness), fact-of-matter-ness 
downstairs.

memory as: psychological space(s) II.
upstairs
don’t forget that the stairs spiral upwards
heaviness, darkness,
complexity, fragility:
the girls,
the women, 
the oppressed and somehow the more powerful.
strength (in your eyes)
in our minds
——————
‘prized possession’
‘you don’t own me’ she says.

Emotional confrontation
abstraction~

her Private Space.
purity fading, chaos building
getting muddy in water; diluting, deteriorating

sexy metal instrument resting on the floor.
Protractor, negotiator, measurer and navigator



bound.
mark your space, 
know your place,
your limits
stay inside (or on the edges)
stay safe
feel safe
build safety
she tells herself.

strength is found when a convincing case for a safe zone has been approved,
affirmed (by the superego self).
fetishizing the women. always.
spectacle as they stand around shining lights.
metal sound against floor.
eerie patterns to play with
organize and re-organize
discordant concord.
tower of chaos,
a call tower.
patterns crooked.
flexibility or not.
rules to be broken.
(inevitable).

people keep their distance,
the spotlight is on…
on your marks, get set…
i’m in control,
I’ll breathe for a minute.
We are in control…
telepathy as understoodness

Peaceful lament: alaap.
Humbling. 
Honor rising.
The strong woman lives.

record the moment
play it back to me
spin around slowly
measuring, carving
let us find the sacred
stepping into the unknown
sharing the performance body
sharing vulnerability.



we are Her now
and She is greater than us both 
this evening
for this moment.

be it a spectacle, 
we are still growing,
vulnerability at its core.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
don't forget that the stairs spiral down
and that thats how you get out.


